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Abstract— We developed an Application Programming
Interface (API) tracing tool for Android-based mobile devices.
This tool has the capability of generating trace files by remotely
monitoring and recording API calls made by an app running on
a mobile device. In addition, the automatic feature of the tool
allows repeated tracing tasks to be conducted without user’s
intervention against a collection of apps. The trace data may be
effectively utilized in analyzing app’s behavior and intentions,
which will prove to be useful in several application domains. For
example, this tool may be adopted in developing malware
detection techniques based upon the API call patterns,
identifying resource usages in different app components,
building the tool for visualizing the app’s behavior, and
constructing efficient mobile forensics tools, etc. Also, different
components of this tool make use of various concepts covered in
core computer science courses such as Operating Systems,
Computer Networks, Compilers, Data Structures, Algorithms,
and Security and Forensics, which makes them to be suitable
candidate for a senior capstone project. We formulated
inter-related project modules based upon the components of this
tracing tool, and will adopt them into the senior capstone course
at Bowie State University.
Index Terms—Android, API tracing, mobile security, senior
capstone project, mobile forensics

I. INTRODUCTION
Android has become a popular mobile operating system for
various devices including smartphones. Android is the most
widely used mobile operating system, with 81% of
smartphones and 37% of tablets worldwide running this
Google-made OS. To analyze Android apps behavior and
intentions, we may trace the API calls made by an Android
app at run time. This trace data may be utilized for a wide
range of problems including malware detection technique
development and mobile forensic schemes.
Even though Android is built based on Linux, the API
tracing techniques developed for desktops may not be
applied. Android has a different system architecture. At a
lower level each application is encapsulated into a separate
process and it is run by using the services provided by Linux
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kernel. Within each application, a virtual machine, known as a
Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM), provides a run-time
environment for the Java components included in the
application (app). All apps contain both Java and native
components. Native components are simply shared libraries
that are dynamically loaded at runtime. In the Dalvik virtual
machine (DVM), a shared library named libdvm.so is then
used to provide a Java-level abstraction for the app’s Java
components. Application developers heavily make use of the
objects and methods provided by the Java Library included in
the DVM. To understand or grasp the intentions of the apps, it
will be more beneficial to trace/utilize the Java-level
semantics that comprehend the behaviors of the Java
components in the app rather than focusing on system call
histories captured at the lower level.
We developed an Application Programming Interface
(API) tracing tool for Android-based mobile devices. This
tool has the capability of generating trace files by remotely
monitoring and recording API calls made by an app running
on a mobile device. In addition, the automatic feature of the
tool allows repeated tracing tasks to be conducted without
user’s intervention against a collection of apps. The trace data
may be effectively utilized in analyzing app’s behavior and
intentions, which will prove to be useful in several application
domains. For example, this tool may be adopted in developing
malware detection techniques based upon the API call
patterns, identifying resource usages in different app
components, building the tool for visualizing the app’s
behavior, and constructing efficient mobile forensics tools,
etc. Also, different components of this tool make use of
various concepts covered in core computer science courses
such as Operating Systems, Computer Networks, Compilers,
Data Structures, Algorithms, and Security and Forensics,
which makes them to be suitable candidate for a senior
capstone project. We formulated inter-related project
modules based upon the components of this tracing tool, and
will adopt them into the senior capstone course at Bowie State
University.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. We
present the related works in Section 2. Section 3 presents a
methodology. In Section 4 experiments are explained. Section
5 concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In signature-based malware detection systems malwares
are detected by utilizing the sets of rules or policies [1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6]. If an attack shows a signature exactly matching one of
the known signatures, then it can be easily detected. However,
this mechanism may not be effective against new malwares
with unknown signatures.
In anomaly detection approaches machine learning
algorithms are first used to obtain classifiers from the known

malware behaviors [3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Then, the classifier
will be used at run-time to detect malwares. Although
anomaly detection is able to detect new or evolved malwares
more effectively compared to the signature-based approaches,
it sometimes causes high false positive.
Malware detection techniques may also be classified into
two different categories, static vs. dynamic. In static
approaches the classifier or signatures will be obtained only
from the apps’ codes, which remove the necessity to collect
the data by running the apps [13, 14, 15, 3, 16, 17, 18, 6].
These approaches have limitations. Metamorphic and
polymorphic techniques may be applied to generate new
signatures for the same virus. If polymorphic techniques are
used, due to the encryption, it is difficult to generate the
signatures; if metamorphic techniques are applied, all the
codes will be obfuscated. In dynamic approaches, they obtain
classifiers or signatures only based upon data obtained at
run-time [19, 20, 21, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12]. They don’t have
limitations as in the static approaches, but it becomes critical
how to design and conduct app running experiments to
capture their behaviors or signatures in a comprehensive
manner.
A few attempts were made to apply signal processing
techniques to the design of intrusion detection systems for
wired networks [22].

decompile an Android APK into its constituent parts. It uses
baksmali, a disassembler for Dalvik executable (.dex) files
used by Dalvik Virtual Machine. Dex files themselves are
created from Java class files generated from Java source code.
After baksmaling completes, apktool loads the application’s
binary resource table, which stores or references resources
defined by the application, such as xml files containing strings
or layouts used by the application. It uses the resource table to
decode the application’s AndroidManifest.xml, which
contains essential information necessary for execution of the
app DVM such as the package name, the activities, services,
process, and permissions used in the application. The end
result of the decoding process is a series of directories
containing the assets, Android library files, the application’s
resources, a “Smali” directory containing decompiled Smali
code files, similar to the application’s original source for
rebuilding the application. Figure 2 shows the detailed steps
and output directory structure after APK files are decompiled.
Figure 3 shows an example Smali code obtained after the
apktool is applied.

III. METHODOLOGY
The overview of our tracing tool is shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our tracing tool

A. Decompiling of APK File into Source Codes
By using the Android apktool’s decode function we need to

Fig. 3. Example smali source codes obtained from the apktool with
decompilation option

B. App Attribute Extraction & Modification
Next, various apk attributes are extracted mainly from the
AndroidManifest.xml file obtained in the previous decoding
step. The names of the package, activities, and services are
extracted along with the permission information. These will
be stored in a temporary file for later reference and the
AndroidManifest.xml file will be modified by introducing
necessary attributes such as “android:debuggable” in some of
the xml elements. Figure 4 shows an example
AndroidManifest.xml file.

Fig. 4. Example AndroidManifest.xml from which the app attributes are
extracted.

C. Rebuilding of APK File
Then the modified APK file is created by using the apktool
with “build” option. It rebuilds the application by applying the
smali, the reverse of baksmali, to the previously extracted and
modified set of assets in the directory structure. The detailed
steps are given in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. Rebuilding of APK fie.

D. Signing of New APK File
The Android system requires that all installed applications
be digitally signed with a certificate whose private key is held
by the application's developer [23]. The Android system uses
the certificate as a means of identifying the author of an
application and establishing trust relationships between
applications. The certificate is not used to control which
applications the user can install. The certificate does not need
to be signed by a certificate authority: it is perfectly allowable,
and typical, for Android applications to use self-signed
certificates.
The important points to understand about signing Android
applications are [23]:

• All applications must be signed. The system will not
install an application on an emulator or a device if it is
not signed.
• To test and debug your application, the build tools
sign your application with a special debug key that is
created by the Android SDK build tools.
• When you are ready to release your application for
end-users, you must sign it with a suitable private key.
You cannot publish an application that is signed with
the debug key generated by the SDK tools.
• You can use self-signed certificates to sign your
applications. No certificate authority is needed.
• The system tests a signer certificate's expiration date
only at install time. If an application's signer
certificate expires after the application is installed, the
application will continue to function normally.
• You can use standard tools — Keytool and Jarsigner
—
to
generate
keys
and
sign
your
application APK files.
• The Android system will not install or run an
application that is not signed appropriately. This
applies wherever the Android system is run, whether
on an actual device or on the emulator.
We used jarsigner [24] to “sign” the application.
Jarsigner is part of the basic Java Development Kit,
distributed by Oracle. In our experiment, we used a single,
self-signed certificate, generated through the Java SDK’s
keytool, to sign tested applications after decoding and
rebuilding them.
E. Remote App Invocation & Tracing
All of the remaining steps in the androiddebug.bat process
will involve using the Android Debug Bridge [25]. The
Android Debug Bridge, or adb, is a command line tool that
lets a computer communicate with an instance of the Android
emulator or an Android device connected via USB. It consists
of a client and server, which run on the development
computer, and a daemon, which runs on an emulator instance
or Android device. The server manages communications
between the client and the daemon; the client executes adb
commands from command line; the daemon provides an
endpoint for the server to establish a connection to on the
device or emulator. Figure 6 shows a typical debugging
environment for Android, and Figure 7 provides the overview
of our tracing tool.

Fig. 6. Typical debugging environment for Android
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Fig. 7. Our tracing tool is interfacing with the ADB Host Daemon.

Android Debug Bridge (adb) has a variety of abilities that
can aid in Android development. It can install applications,
pull files from a device or emulator, push files to it, list
devices or emulators connected to the development computer,
or start a remote shell on the device or emulator to execute
commands directly on the operating system. adb is commonly
used by enthusiasts to install APKs downloaded to their
computers directly to their connected devices. It is also used
for testing and debugging during Android application
development and troubleshooting device issues.
The command adb shell will start a remote Unix shell on
a connected Android device or emulator instance, which will
allow a user to run commands on an emulator or device. The
shell can access binaries stored in the Android file system in
/system/bin/. The most commonly used binaries in this area
are the activity manager (am) and the package manager (pm).
Activity manager will allow a user to issue commands to start
activities, kill processes, broadcast intents, and other system
actions. Activity manager is quite heavily used in our batch
file to carry out the tracing and other tasks. Package manager
can be used to perform actions and queries on installed
applications on a device or emulator.
After an application being tested is decoded, edited,
rebuilt, and signed, adb install is used to install the modified
application onto a physical device connected by USB (for our
experiments, we used two types of device, the Samsung
SGH-i747 [Galaxy SIII] and the Samsung SGH-I857
[DoubleTime]). A remote shell is started on the device using
adb shell, and we use “am start” option to start the newly
installed application, and use “adb shell ps” to generate a list
of the running processes on the device, including the spawned
children processes by our modified application.
From this list of processes our tool selects the ones that
were generated by the application to be traced by using the
package name and class path names obtained in the attribute
extraction step. For each process id obtained, it will create a
remote profiling process by issuing the command
START /b adb shell am profile pid start
This command will call the activity manager and instruct it
to start profiling for the given pid. Every START invocation
runs the command given in its parameter and returns
immediately, thus allowing multiple invocations of adb
processes for multiple pids. This is typically utilized for

concurrent and asynchronous execution of commands.
Profiling process execution will allow us to monitor and
record the details on its execution including what methods are
invoked and what resources are being utilized at which times.
Each profiler process is run for user provided duration – e.g.,
five minutes, during which time the user interacts with the
running app on the device, while recording the execution
details. After the profiling duration has elapsed, our tool sends
the “adb shell am profile stop” command to stop profiling,
and wait another 60 seconds, to give enough time for the
device to flush out the buffered profiling data to a trace file in
a microSD card. The microSD card used in our experience is a
consumer-grade card, commonly used in mobile phones, rated
for speeds of 2 MB/s data transfer. Since trace files can run
anywhere from a few megabytes to up to a hundred, we tested
with different file sizes to find out the safe delay, and found
out that 60 seconds waiting time is necessary. The trace file is
a file containing the binary and textual trace data itself and
keys which provide a mapping from identifiers in the binary to
thread and method names [25]. Figure 8 shows the example of
multiple processes created from one App’s execution.

Fig. 8. Multiple processes are created from one App’s execution. Different
trace files will be created for the processes that were identified to belong to
the same application.

After the trace file has been generated and stored on the
microSD card, our tracing tool will use “adb pull” to transfer
the file from the microSD card in the device to the computer.
“adb pull” and “adb push” can be used to transfer any file
from the device or emulator to the computer and vice versa.
F. Traceview
Traceview is a graphical viewer for execution logs that you
create by using the Debug class to log tracing information in
your code. Traceview can also help you debug your
application and profile its performance [26]. However, our
tool uses the “traceview –r” command to convert the trace file
from its raw binary format to a human-readable text file,
which can be analyzed and operated on for the purposes of our
study. Our tool finishes up by uninstalling the application

from the device and deleting temporary files. Figure 9 shows
the Method Stats section in the trace file, and Figure 10 gives
an example Call Times section in the trace file.

subdirectories and file directories. It adds these to a file tree
created using the Java Collections framework. The end result
is a data structure with paths to every directory and file under
the input directory. This structure is then recursively searched
for files with the extension “.apk”, which are Android
package files, commonly referred to as Android “apps”. And,
for each of them it applies the previously introduced steps to
create trace files in CSV format.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 9. Method Stats section in the trace file showing summary of method
call related information.

We generated a set of trace files from the collection of
about 500 malware-infected apps obtained from malware
genome project database [28]. These infected apps are
classified into 50 different categories as is shown in Figure
12, and are stored in a hierarchically organized directory
structure. Figure 12 shows the category of malwares tested
with our tracing tool.

Fig. 10. Call Times section in the trace file showing the method call
history made by the process. This data may be utilized in creating API call
traces.

G. Conversion of Trace File into CSV Format
CSV is a common, relatively simple file format that is
widely supported by consumer, business, and scientific
applications. Among its most common uses is moving tabular
data between programs that natively operate on incompatible
(often proprietary and/or undocumented) formats. This works
because so many programs support some variation of CSV at
least as an alternative import/export format [27]. We decided
to convert the trace files into CSV format files to enhance the
portability and usability of other library routines that support
csv format. Our tool utilizes various java classes to implement
this conversion process. Figure 11 shows the example CSV
file obtained by converting the original trace file.

Fig. 12. Malware categories

Fig. 11. Trace files are filtered and converted into CSV format. Only
relevant APIs with proper prefix class paths are extracted to be included in
the CSV file.

H. Automatic Repetition against a Collection of Apps
To automate the trace file generation process for a given set
of multiple apk files, we implemented another component in
our tool to iteratively visit each app and apply the entire trace
file generation process. It accepts the name of the directory as
an argument. It starts by searching the input directory for

As an example application of our tracing tool, normalized
API feature vectors were obtained by analyzing the trace files
created from the collection of malware infected apps that
belong to the same category. Normalized API feature vector
contains the most frequently invoked resource-critical APIs
along with their normalized frequencies obtained from the
aggregate frequencies. For example, we obtained a
normalized feature vector set for DroidKungfu3 malware
category. Data structure appropriate for dictionary style of
data needs to be employed in obtaining these, and we adopted
hash table in our implementation.
V. CONCLUSION
Our experiments’ goal was to develop an efficient API call

tracing tool for dynamic app behavior analysis. This tool may
be applied to a wide range of applications including designing
effective malware detection techniques on mobile devices.
Project modules developed from the different components in
this tool will be incorporated into the department’s Senior
Capstone course at Bowie State University. In the
future, visualization components will be added to the
experiment to make the data easier to interpret. We will
design and implement a malware detection technique based
upon the finite state machine-based pattern recognition.
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